Community Internship Collaboration
Spring, 2017
Internship Posting
Organization name

Los Alamos History Museum

Mentor/Contact name

Judith Stauber, Museum Director

Address

PO Box 43, Los Alamos, NM 87544

Phone number

505-695-5254

E-mail address

Judith@losalamoshistory.org

Organization
website
Describe your
organization

www.losalamoshistory.org
The Los Alamos History Museum is supported and maintained by the Los Alamos
Historical Society, which is also responsible for additional historical collections,
document and photo archives, event, outreach and educational programming.
Additionally, the Society is partnered with the Manhattan Project National
Historic Park. The Los Alamos History Museum collects, preserves and shares the
community’s remarkable, complex history and global impact for present, future,
local and world-wide audiences. Nestled in the heart of the community, the Los
Alamos History Museum is housed in two original Los Alamos Ranch School
buildings. Offering multiple perspectives, the story of Los Alamos is presented via
both comfortable indoor and beautiful outdoor venues, living history
performances, original buildings, historic objects, documents and photos,
audio/video recordings of personal stories.

Internship title

Los Alamos Japan Project Intern

Specific days/hours
(if applicable)
What will the student
learn from the internship?
What does your business
need that a student intern
can impact?

Flexible/TBD

What project(s) will the
intern work on?

What skills are required
for this internship?
What final deliverables
will the student produce?

Exhibit planning and design, event planning, communication skills,
organizational skills, and time management.
The new Los Alamos Japan Project is a historic initiative to build a bridge of
understanding between Los Alamos, Hiroshima, and Nagasaki. An intern will
help bring input and new perspectives to our program planning for spring 2017
and beyond.
LAJP projects to take place in 2017: Plan and curate an exhibit about Japanese
museum perspectives, launch a community-wide origami crane project, support
logistics for two lecture programs with Japanese guest speakers in March and
April, participate in the Atomic Film Festival screenings in Fuller Lodge. In
addition we will be planning future programs for 2018 and beyond.
Good communication skills, personal accountability and reliability. Knowledge
and interest in Japanese history and language a plus.
Exhibit text research and writing.
Outreach for origami crane project.
Public relations and writing for Japanese guest speakers programs.

How would you describe
the primary purpose of
this project? (Select one)

Marketing/Communications
Project Management

If “Other”, please specify

Click here to enter text.

Any additional
information you would
like to share?

Los Alamos History Museum is a dynamic, flexible, and fun place to work!

